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AT THE TABLE IN SARAJEVO:
REFLECTIONS ON ETHNIC SEGREGATION
IN BOSNIA

CHARLES J. RUSSO*

The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good
men to do nothing.¹

I was exposed to this Burkean critical maxim during my own
ethical formation as a Vincentian major seminarian preparing
for priesthood in the Roman Catholic Church. Although I com-
pleted my divinity degree without being ordained, my vocation²

* Professor and Chair, Department of Educational Administration, School of
Education, University of Dayton. B.A., 1972, St. John's University; M. Div., 1978,
Seminary of the Immaculate Conception; J.D., 1983, St. John's University; Ed.D.,
1989, St. John's University. The author would like to express his appreciation to his
colleagues, Professors David L. Gregory and Sam Levine at St. John's University
School of Law, and also to Father James L. Heft, S.M., University Professor of Faith
and Culture and Chancellor, and Drs. Joseph F. Rogus and William F. Losito at the
University of Dayton for their helpful insights in reviewing drafts of this Article.

The author dedicates this Article to the courageous people of Bosnia and Herze-
govina, especially his friends in Sarajevo, as they strive to restore normalcy to their
lives.

¹ Attributed to Edmund Burke, in JOHN BARTLETT, FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS 332
(Justin Kaplan ed., 16th ed. 1992). This quote has not been found in any of Burke's
writings, see id. at 332 n.3, and one authority suggests that the quote is a para-
phrase of Burke's statement that "[w]hen bad men combine, the good must associ-
ate; else they will fall one by one, an unpitied sacrifice in a contemptible struggle."
Emily M. Beck, Preface to JOHN BARTLETT, FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS at ix (Emily M.
Beck ed., 15th ed. 1980). For more on Edmund Burke, the 18th-century Irish conserv-
vative theorist, see generally RUSSELL KIRK, THE CONSERVATIVE MIND: FROM
BURKE TO ELIOT (7th rev. ed. 1986); Michael W. McConnell, Establishment and Tol-
(1996); Ernest Young, Rediscovering Conservatism: Burkean Political Theory and
Constitutional Interpretation, 72 N.C. L. REV. 619 (1994); James G. Wilson, Justice
Diffused: A Comparison of Edmund Burke's Conservatism with the Views of Five
Conservative, Academic Judges, 40 U. MIAMI L. REV. 913 (1986); J. F. Davidson,
Natural Law and International Law in Edmund Burke, 21 REV POL. 483-94 (1959).

² For an interesting, and welcome, contribution to the growing literature on vo-
was to teach in high school both before and after law school and ultimately as a graduate faculty member in higher education. In fact, my academic specialization in Education Law led to my involvement in, and ever deepening concern for, Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina. More specifically, my pursuit of a career as an academic, rather than a practicing attorney, albeit ultimately in a College of Education, is an extension of a lifelong desire to engage in a vocation of public service, whether in the classroom or in the halls of justice.

My experiences and observations in Sarajevo during April and December of 1997 have powerfully affirmed the truth of the Burkean maxim, and further, the moral imperative of affirmative ethical conduct in the Christian tradition. While on my first visit to Sarajevo about a year and one-half after the December 1995 signing of the Dayton Peace Accords, I was horrified by the sight of the large-scale destruction inflicted upon that beautiful old European city. In an era when CNN flashes electronic images instantaneously around the globe, the West stood by in an impotent stupor as Serbian nationals and other combatants inflicted the heinous policy of ethnic cleansing and other horrors on innocent victims throughout Bosnia.

The destruction of Bosnia has been well-documented with graphic realism in both legal and other publications as well as


6 Dayton Peace Accords, (Dec. 14, 1995), U.N. Document A/50/810-S/1995/1021, Annex, Dec. 8, 1995, reprinted in 35 I.L.M. 75 (1996). The Peace Accord is an agreement between the republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Republic of Croatia and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, see id. at 89, and involved NATO, see id. at 102, and the United Nations, see id. at 188. It provides for Bosnia to be a single country divided into a Muslim-Croat Federation and a Serb Republic, see id. at 77.


8 For an outstanding essay review of a dozen books on genocide and ethnic cleansing, see Mark Danner, America and the Bosnia Genocide, N.Y. REV. BOOKS, 55, 55-65 (Dec. 4, 1997); David M. Kresock, Note, "Ethnic Cleansing" in the Balkans: The Legal Foundations of Foreign Intervention, 27 CORNELL INT'L L.J. 203 (1994).


in film. A reasonably well-functioning, genuinely multi-cultural nation prior to the outbreak of fighting, Bosnian population dwindled during the hostilities as large numbers of citizens fled their war-torn homeland. Among the hardest hit regions in Bosnia were the countryside and large cities, most notably Sarajevo, which became home to large numbers of displaced men, women, and children.

A less well-documented, but no less real, tragedy is the harm inflicted upon the children of Bosnia who not only lost their innocence to war, but also witnessed the destruction of their schools and futures. Moreover, under the policy of forced ethnic segregation in the schools, introduced on January 22, 1997, and repealed on November 10, 1997, it appeared for a time that the pernicious Plessy-like doctrine of “separate but equal,” the long-

---


12 In 1991, Bosnia and Herzegovina had a population of 4,354,911, of whom 1,905,829 were Muslims, 1,363,258 were Serbs, 755,895 were Croats; the remainder of the population was composed of Jews (total unavailable), Yugoslavs (239,945), and others (93,747). See ROBERT J. DONIA & JOHN V.A. FINE, JR., BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA: A TRADITION BETRAYED, 86-87 (1994). Bosnia was the only former Yugoslav Republic where Muslims made up the largest portion of the population, 44%. See Lee Hockstader, In Bosnia, Peace on Paper but Not in Practice; West Can Enforce Order but Not Impose Unity, WASH. POST, Dec. 7, 1997, at A1.

13 See DONIA & FINE, supra note 12, at 244 (discussing the alarming rate at which refugees fled the Serbian onslaught).

14 See infra note 28.

15 See Scott Anderson, Bosnia’s Last Best Hope, N.Y. TIMES (Magazine), Sept. 8, 1996, at 48 (detailing the stories of teenagers who spent the war years hiding in basements, crouching in bunkers, or guiltily, living abroad).


17 See Directive from Minister, supra note 16.

18 Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896) (upholding separate but equal accommodations for whites and blacks on public railway cars). Separate but equal was formally extended to public education in Gong Lum v. Rice, 275 U.S. 78 (1927). The Court finally overruled the doctrine of separate but equal in Brown v. Board of Edu-
time blight on the American legal and cultural landscape, was about to become the law of the land throughout Bosnia. As the only foreign national, let alone American, to serve on a roundtable, or public hearing, on education in Bosnia and Herzegovina after the policy was repudiated, I decided to write this essay to describe my reflections on this experience. The first section details my experiences in Sarajevo. The second section briefly reflects on the ethical implications of events in Bosnia for lawyers committed to Burkean resistance to the evils of indifference.

I. SARAJEVO: A CITY ON THE BRINK

Sarajevo calls to mind vastly contrasting images. Some may have vague memories of Sarajevo as home to the successful 1984 Winter Olympics. More recently, however, most will recall Sarajevo as the city caught in the middle of another terrible example of man’s great capacity for inhumanity. The December, 1995, signing of the Dayton Peace Accords, ending the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, created a special bond between the people of Bosnia—especially of Sarajevo—and the people of Dayton, Ohio. Consequently, when the President of the local chapter of the Friendship Force invited the University of Dayton to participate, my Dean in the School of Education, along with the Director of International Programs, asked me to accompany the group on a week-long visit to Sarajevo at the end of April 1997. I joined the faculty at the University of Dayton as Professor and Chair of the Department of Educational Administration in the School of Education in July 1996. My academic specialization in Education Law helped to meet one of the expressed needs of the leaders in Sarajevo and, therefore, I was invited to make the trip. I was happy, although a little apprehensive, to travel to Bosnia, as it would afford me the opportunity to provide service...
in a new and different arena, one unlike anything I had ever experienced. During my first visit to Sarajevo, I met with the former Deputy Minister of Education, Mr. Asim Donlic,22 visited schools to assess ways in which the University (and I) might be of service, and made contacts that would help pave the way for my return.

Prior to the most recent outbreak of war in the Balkans, Sarajevo's 400,00023 residents lived in a thriving, cosmopolitan, truly multi-cultural city. Situated in a valley near the boundary of East and West,24 Sarajevo's (mostly secular) Moslem, Croat (Catholics), and (Bosnian) Serb (Orthodox Christians) residents lived and worked alongside each other in harmony for generations.25 Yet, Sarajevo was forever altered on April 6, 1992, when Serbian gunmen perched on the roof of the Holiday Inn, not far from the center of the city, and fired indiscriminately on anti-war demonstrators.26 That evening, Serb artillery forces in the nearby mountains started a 1000-day siege, the longest suffered by any city during this century.27 Today, almost six years after

22 Former Deputy Minister of Education Asim Donlic sought help in developing regulations to identify children with disabilities, providing an impetus for the visit.
23 See THE WORLD ALMANAC & BOOK OF FACTS (1992) at 818, 819; see also INTERNATIONAL CRISIS GROUP, REBUILDING A MULTI-ETHNIC SARAJEVO: THE NEED FOR MINORITY RETURNS, Section III (Demographics) Summary (February 3, 1998) [hereinafter ICG REPORT] (on file with author).
24 Bosnia and Herzegovina is located on the Balkan Peninsula in central Europe, across the Adriatic Sea from Italy, and is bordered by Croatia to the north and west, and Yugoslavia (Serbia) to the south and east. Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina's capital, is 125 miles southwest of Belgrade. See ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA, supra note 19, at 257.
25 See NOEL MALCOLM, BOSNIA: A SHORT HISTORY 234 (1994) (noting that ethnic violence within the country did not stem from innate hatred, but rather due to pressures from outside Bosnia).
the shelling began, the ethnic make-up among Sarajevo's 349,000 residents has taken on a very different look, as many who fled their beleaguered city have returned along with large numbers of displaced Bosnians.28

Having read about Sarajevo and the war in Bosnia prior to my initial departure, I had hoped to be prepared for the aftermath of the carnage that I would witness. Sadly, I was not. In fact, even as our plane approached Sarajevo, the prominent sight of widespread, wanton damage to civilian targets in city and countryside was mind-boggling.

Many large office buildings, hospitals, schools, factories, mosques, and churches in Sarajevo remain in varying stages of ruin. Moreover, almost every structure in the city was damaged by the Serbian siege.29 The most heart-rending sight in Sarajevo is the more than 10,000 graves of war victims interred in a massive cemetery adjacent to the Olympic stadium and ice arena.30 Smaller burial sites are located in parks and public property throughout the city.

As Sarajevans seek to rebuild their city, they are faced with formidable tasks. The city still awaits the billions of dollars that will be necessary to repair damage to its infrastructure.31 In ad-

---

28 ICG REPORT, supra note 23, Section III (Demographics). According to the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR), the ethnic break-down in Sarajevo has changed dramatically since 1991. In 1991, 252,000, or 50%, of the city's residents were Bosnians (Muslims) while today it stands at 303,000, or 87%, of the population. The Serb (Orthodox) population has dropped from 139,000, or 28%, to 18,000, or 7% of the total. The Croatian (Catholic) populations declined from 35,000, or 7%, to 21,000, or 6%. A word of caution is in order since after the breakup of the former Yugoslavia, many people who had identified themselves as "Others" declared themselves Bosnian, Serb or Croat.

29 In addition, about a quarter of Sarajevo's population is made up of people who are internally displaced. The UNHRC estimates that there are 89,000 Bosnian, 2000 Croatian, and 1000 Serbian displaced persons living in Sarajevo. See also DONIA & FINE, supra note 12, at 244.

30 See DONIA & FINE, supra note 12, at 259 (stating that periodic shelling had annihilated Sarajevo and other cities).


32 Efforts to rebuild Bosnia have been making progress. In 1996, 1.8 billion U.S. dollars went to rebuilding bridges and power plants in Bosnia. See Xinhua English
dition to massive rebuilding and restoration projects, the city lacks many necessities that are mainstays of urban life. A serious deprivation is that water supplies are not always readily available throughout the city; many homes have water for only about two hours in the morning and for another two hours at dinnertime.\textsuperscript{32}

Another grim reminder of the war is the state of the Sarajevo school system. Sarajevo's battered school system currently serves about 58,000 students in fifty-two primary/middle and thirty-four secondary public schools.\textsuperscript{33} The city also has one Catholic school and a Bosniac high school. During the war virtually every school was damaged and at least two primary/middle schools were destroyed.\textsuperscript{34} Yet, amazingly, the schools managed to continue functioning throughout the war as educators conducted classes in their homes and moved children to safe locations throughout the city. Consequently, the schools in Sarajevo are confronted by a multitude of problems ranging from lack of adequate facilities to finding ways to meet the needs of and integrating large numbers of displaced students. A particularly significant concern is providing adequate counseling


\textsuperscript{33} See Michael S. Serrill et al., \textit{Water Wells Running Dry}, TIME INT'L, Nov. 1, 1997, at 16. During the siege, Serbs shut off electricity, effectively destroying Sarajevo's water pumps. See id. As a result, residents were forced to line up at wells, becoming easy targets for Serb snipers and mortar fire. See id.

\textsuperscript{34} A report on the status of schools in Sarajevo during the 1996-97 school year indicates that there were 42,998 students in elementary and middle schools (1-8) and another 16,046 in grades nine through twelve (9-12). In addition, there were 2477 teachers for grades 1-8 and another 1599 for grades 9-12. (Report on file with author).

\textsuperscript{35} See Colin Woodard, \textit{Bosnia's Future May Hinge on Chalk, Books, Tolerance}, CHRISTIAN SCI. MONITOR, Nov. 6, 1997, at 8. Bosniac is the term commonly used to identify Bosnia's secular, as opposed to religious, Moslems. The school offers the study of Islam as an elective course; otherwise, its curriculum is similar to that of Sarajevo's public schools.
and psychological services for children (and staff) who were traumatized during the war.\textsuperscript{35}

The presence of United Nations peacekeepers, clearly visible throughout Sarajevo, has to some extent restored a sense of normalcy to the city.\textsuperscript{36} Still, as an American who had not previously experienced the sorrow of war firsthand, the sight of personnel carriers and heavily-armed soldiers patrolling the streets was disconcerting. Even with the indefinite extension of the mission for the large American component of the multi-national peacekeeping force, peace is far from assured.\textsuperscript{37} If anything, it can easily be argued that the “peace” is merely a temporary, artificial cessation of hostilities rather than a true peace wherein enemies have learned to live with one another in harmony. As the residents of Sarajevo make a valiant effort to rebuild their shattered lives, one can only hope that the rest of the world will help to assure a just and lasting peace in Bosnia.

My second trip to Sarajevo left me very dismayed; not nearly enough has been done to repair the city. It is painfully evident that despite two billion dollars in foreign aid, and the promise of another 1.5 billion in the near future,\textsuperscript{38} much more is needed to pay for the still-unmade repairs to buildings and infrastructures. Fortunately, however, progress is being made to ensure that


\textsuperscript{36} For an interesting article on the difficulties facing the forces of the United Nations, see Tibor Varady, The Predicament of Peacekeeping in Bosnia, 28 CORNELL INT’L L.J. 701 (1995). The author described people’s understanding that the real reason behind U.N. presence was that “[t]he press is also there. [T]he presence of the press imposes some restraint on the perpetrators of atrocities.” Id. at 705.


\textsuperscript{38} See supra note 31.
schools in Bosnia remain open to all children. Although serious disagreements still remain over the content of the curricula and textbooks used in Bosnian schools, on November 10, 1997, the Minister of Education, Fahrudin Rizanbegović, signed an order rescinding the ill-conceived *Plessy*-like policy of ethnic segregation.³⁹

In the midst of the heated controversy over segregated schooling, a staff attorney in the Office of the Ombudsman, which was created by the Dayton Peace Accords to oversee the status of civil rights in Bosnia,¹⁰ invited me to participate in a roundtable, to develop a strategy to eliminate this deleterious policy. I was asked to participate because I was a part of a small contingent from the University who had already traveled to Sarajevo, and we had already begun providing assistance to the Office of the Ombudsman. Based on the successful efforts of the Office of the Ombudsman and international civil rights groups to abolish the policy, the focus of the roundtable shifted to devising methods of ensuring equal educational opportunities for all children in Bosnia.

During my December visit to Sarajevo¹¹ I made two presentations to faculty and students in the Faculty of Philosophy, Science of Education, at the University of Sarajevo. My first talk was on the history of equal educational opportunities in the United States. After conferring with my colleague at the University, Dr. Adila Kreso, I put aside my prepared remarks on school governance and devoted the second session to an open-ended question and answer period on a variety of thoughtful questions, most notably the place of religion in the schools, special education, and the role of women in American education and society.¹² My goal, with the support of officials at the University of Dayton, is to nurture the growing links between our institutions so that we can assist educators in Bosnia in helping to restore a sense of normalcy to their schools.

---

³⁹ See *supra* notes 6-18 and accompanying text.


¹² I will be returning to the University of Sarajevo in mid-March 1998 to speak about school governance, religion in American education, and special education.
The roundtable, consisting of three panel discussions and a wrap-up session, met for a full day in Sarajevo on December 16, 1997. Of the more than eighty people present, I was the only one of the ten or so foreign nationals to serve on the panels. The roundtable was attended by representatives from Bosnia and Herzegovina, notably Sarajevo, Tuzla, Gorazde, Livno, and Mostar as well as Banja Luka in the Republika Srbska. Despite the cold weather that accompanied the previous night's snowfall, the atmosphere in the courtroom where the representatives met was highly charged.

Following an introduction by Ombudsman Vera Jovanović and comments by the Minister of Education about the great importance of restoring the school system, the day was underway. During the three main sessions, the panelists offered their views, with the floor being open to lively participation and debate from the audience, as a number of persons read prepared statements into the record.

The first panel was meant to examine legislative activity and structures in Bosnia, but primarily focused on curricular issues. I presented an overview of equal educational opportunities in the United States, starting with the Supreme Court's landmark 1954 decision in *Brown v. Board of Education* that prohibited the nefarious practice of "separate but equal." Emphasizing that I was present neither to proselytize the American approach nor to assert that our system is perfect, I suggested that Americans and Bosnians could learn from each other while attempting to eradicate prejudice.

The second session, which was scheduled to discuss both curricular issues and private schooling, focused on the latter. In light of the crucial role of religion in Bosnia, I traced the legal development of American non-public schools, especially those that are religiously affiliated. The third, and briefest, panel concentrated on schooling for a civic society, military education, and special education.

---

43 347 U.S. 483 (1954) (striking down separate but equal educational facilities as inherently unequal).
44 See id. at 493 (holding that segregation in public schools constituted a denial of equal protection of the laws).
45 See generally JOSEPH F. COSTANZO, THIS NATION UNDER GOD (1964); RALPH D. MAWDSLEY, LEGAL PROBLEMS OF RELIGIONS AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS (1989).
46 I anticipate returning to Sarajevo during the Spring of 1998 for the planned second roundtable discussion, devoted exclusively to special education.
Participants in the wrap-up session offered their recommendations for improving education in Bosnia. Panelists suggested adopting such measures as permitting religious and ethnic minorities to retain their identities in the schools, while searching for links in the world community which would aid these minorities in the struggle to restore a sense of normalcy in their educational system. Among other items, I urged the Federal Office of the Minister of Education to adopt a pro-active role in promoting education as a powerful integrating factor. I suggested that revised curricula and reading materials, developed by qualified representatives of the various ethnic groups in Bosnia's multicultural society, should emphasize democratic principles to ensure equal educational opportunities for all students. Finally, I agreed with speakers who urged the Ombudsman to sponsor similar roundtables throughout Bosnia.47

47 My preliminary recommendations for Federation Schools were:
1. The Federation must rely upon education to act as the integrative factor. If tolerance and acceptance of diversity are not encouraged in the schools and not imbued throughout the curriculum, then we cannot expect to find them present throughout the rest of society.
2. The reconceptualized educational school system, that is open to all children (and staff), must emphasize democratic, multi-cultural principles based on citizenship in the Federation rather than membership in society based solely on ethnicity. In other words, the system must be inclusive, not exclusive.
3. The federal government in the Federation needs to adopt a pro-active role in helping to create shared values among all groups in creating educational curricula/standards. It is essential that the federal government maintain a leadership role to ensure that policies and practices will be adopted uniformly throughout the Federation.
4. Policies should be developed to meet the needs of special populations of students including, but not limited to, those children who have disabilities, are gifted, and/or are refugees.
5. The school system needs to develop a national curriculum (or set of standards) that all members of the Federation can accept. At the same time, some consideration should be provided for ways of permitting groups to preserve their ethnic heritage in the schools. For example, schools might offer classes focusing on one particular ethnic heritage; even so, these classes should be open to all students.
6. The national curricula, and accompanying texts, should be drafted primarily by appropriate professionals in the Federation who can call upon outside experts for assistance. Leadership on this important project should be provided by individuals from the Federation.
7. Members of the committee(s) assigned the tasks of developing curricular materials should be chosen from among a broad representation of citizens in the Federation.
8. Provisions should be made to schedule Round Tables, on a variety of topics, and in a variety of locations throughout the country. The discus-
The day ended short of achieving universal agreement on ways of ensuring equal educational opportunities for all children in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Even so, there was strong support for keeping the schools open for all students while searching for ways to permit Bosnian, Croatian, and Serbian children to preserve their ethnic identities.

The roundtable was a successful first step toward helping schools in Bosnia, to the extent that it brought individuals with a variety of sharply differing viewpoints together in an environment that fostered frank, open and civil conversation. It is clear that even in the absence of a consensus, let alone unanimity, on how to achieve equal educational opportunities for children in a land that has suffered greatly from the ravages of war, significant strides are being made.46

II. REFLECTIONS

As an alumnus of the Law School at St. John's University, the largest Catholic university in the United States,49 and as a witness to the tragic aftermath of the conflagration in Sarajevo, I have struggled with my decidedly mixed feelings about American involvement in Bosnia. On the one hand, I share the concern of many, and am reluctant to see American forces sent into any dangerous combat region,50 especially one as potentially explosive as Bosnia. These considerations are particularly important as there is an absence of national and international support for a clearly defined mission and a plan for an orderly withdrawal when the mission is completed. President Clinton's recent deci-

46 However, it remains to be seen whether the talk will lead to action. When I return in March, and on subsequent visits, I will look to see if progress is being made. I must admit that during my visit in March, when I delivered eight lectures on various aspects of American education at the University of Sarajevo and a talk on religious freedom at the Franciscan Seminary, I was heartened by the upswing in the mood of most of the people I met. See Charles J. Russo, Sarajevo needs our help to flower again, DAYTON DAILY NEWS, March 30, 1998, at 11A.

49 See ST. JOHN'S UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE BULLETIN (Jamaica, N.Y.) 1997-99, on inside back cover.

50 Fortunately, to date, no American forces in Bosnia have lost their lives in combat. See Randy Browne, Editorial, Bosnia: Another View, ORLANDO SENTINEL, Dec. 30, 1997, at A10.
sion to extend the American mission in Bosnia indefinitely has heightened my concerns. On the other hand, Edmund Burke's words remind me that if the United States had not assumed a key leadership role in striving to bring about a just and lasting peace in Bosnia, then the senseless killing of innocent children, women and men would have continued. Therefore, even at the risk of turning American combat forces into a kind of world police force, the need to protect innocents, especially children, from further harm outweighs political considerations over foreign policy in Bosnia. Keeping in mind that events in Bosnia may not be of paramount importance to American legal practitioners, the purpose of the remainder of this essay, consistent with Madison's assertion that "[j]ustice is the end of government," is to reflect briefly on the responsibility of legal communities in pursuit of justice.

Lawyers and the systems within which they work, whether local, national or international, must be committed to following the often quoted dictate that "if you want peace, work for justice." Law schools can begin the process of achieving this end by developing curricula that do more than simply provide their graduates with a technical knowledge of the law. Rather, law schools should pro-actively equip future attorneys to move beyond the basics of contracts, civil procedure and the like in order to help bring about justice, in at least two ways. First, law schools can add classes or modify existing course structures to place an appropriate emphasis on human rights. Second, institutions can require law students, and perhaps even their faculties, to provide a variety of pro bono legal services. An ap-

61 See supra note 37 and accompanying text (noting that American troops have no certain exit date from Bosnia).
62 See supra note 1.
64 See Edmund Rittananer, Israeli Settlement Illegal and Unfair, CHI. TRIB., Apr. 13, 1997, at A20 (crediting Pope Paul VI with coining this phrase).
67 See Arline Jolles Lotman, Like Doctors, Lawyers Should Serve Residencies, NAT'L L.J., Dec. 9, 1996, at A18 (proposing that law schools adopt the medical school model, which "combines pro bono service with education by letting the fledgling doc-
proach of this nature will help lawyers take to heart the concerns expressed in legal documents such as the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and various United Nations documents, to create a system that genuinely fosters respect for basic human rights.

Perhaps the best example of how attorneys, as part of the international community, acted in pursuit of justice was the Nuremberg Trials conducted after World War II. The Nuremberg Trials, largely under the direction of Robert H. Jackson, Associate Justice of the United States Supreme Court who served as Chief Prosecutor, brought many Nazi leaders to justice. Admittedly, there are significant differences between recent events in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Nazi Germany, not the least of which is the incredible scale of Nazi atrocities and the consensus among Western Nations seeking justice in 1945. This consensus is not present today as there is apparent disagreement over the extent to which the United Nations and its War Crimes Tribunals should pursue indicted war criminals such as Slobodan Milošević and Radovan Karadžić who remain free and

\[5^1\]

Among the more significant documents, especially in light of the events in the Bosnia, are The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948), The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (1979), The Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, The Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989), and The Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious or Linguistic Minorities (1992).

59 The Nuremberg Trials, which prosecuted 22 major Nazi war criminals, took place in 1945-46. See Kevin R. Chaney, Pitfalls and Imperatives: Applying the Lessons of Nuremberg to the Yugoslav War Crimes Trials, 14 DICK. J. INT'L L. 57, 65. From 1946 to 1949, prosecutions of “lesser” war criminals were conducted by military tribunals. See id.

60 Justice Jackson was the last Supreme Court Justice to qualify for the bar without completing law school. See THE OXFORD COMPANION TO THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 443 (Kermit L. Hall, et al., eds., 1992). Justice Jackson was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1941 by Franklin D. Roosevelt. As Associate Justice he exercised and was committed to notions of judicial self-restraint and strong nationalism. See id. at 444. In 1946, President Harry Truman requested that Jackson serve as chief counsel for the United States at the Nuremberg Trials. See id. After success at Nuremberg, Jackson returned to the Court. See id.


62 See generally HELEN FEIN, ACCOUNTING FOR GENOCIDE (1979).

63 See BRADLEY F. SMITH, THE AMERICAN ROAD TO NUREMBERG; THE DOCUMENTARY RECORD 5-12 (1982) (describing the support for, and the events leading up to, the prosecution of Nazi war criminals).

64 The President of the Republic of Serbia.

65 The Bosnian Serb leader.
continue to exercise their considerable authority with impunity. Even so, there are important similarities between the atrocities in Germany and Bosnia. For example, the genocide inflicted by both the Nazis and various combatants in Bosnia, most notably the Serbs, arose out of the perverse desire for ethnic cleansing that reduced innocent women, children, and prisoners of war to sub-human status as targets for destruction. In addition, religious hatred was a rallying cry for hate mongers in both cases.

In light of the parallels between the zenith at Nuremberg and the nadir in Bosnia of the rule of law in the twentieth century, American attorneys can learn important ethical lessons by reflecting on what has transpired in Bosnia as a departure point in considering their obligations in pursuit of justice.

The first lesson for attorneys is that, as important as it is to be concerned with the needs of their clients, they must also learn to “think globally and act locally.” Attorneys can model this behavior by demonstrating their concern for basic human rights, including respect for life in all of its forms, freedom of religion and providing schools for all children, whether in America, in Bosnia, or elsewhere in the world. As such, a Christian lawyer should be motivated by concern for “the least of these” who have been deprived of their fundamental rights. Moreover, in caring for those who cannot fend for themselves, attorneys

---

67 See FEIN, supra note 62, at 3. The author credited Raphael Lemkin with coining the term ‘genocide’ in 1944 to denote the attempt to destroy a nation or an ethnic group by depriving them of the ability to live and procreate or by killing them directly. The definition includes ... the slower extinction of distinct populations by preventing new conceptions and increasing mortality and the extinction of a culture distinguishing a people by the decimation of their intellectual leaders, prohibition of free cultural institutions and media, and suppression of liberty. See id. (citations omitted); see also STJEPAN G. MESTROVIC, GENOCIDE AFTER EMOTION: THE POSTEMOTIONAL BALKAN WAR (1996).
69 For an excellent discussion of what remains to be done in Bosnia, see REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON THE BALKANS, UNFINISHED PEACE (1996).
70 The origin of this phrase has been attributed to Paulo Friere by Pete Seeger, who affixed the phrase to his guitar case. See Frances Olsen, Feminist Theory in Grand Style, 89 COLUM. L. REV. 1147, 1173 n.100 (1989) (book review).
71 Matthew 25:40.
should develop an appreciation for what they have so that their service is a form of returning something to the community. American attorneys must, while valuing what they have, become less attached to their possessions, and be willing to part with some of their property so that others who have nothing might at least have something. This need to be less possession-oriented was accentuated by the experiences of my friends in Sarajevo, all of whom lived in comfortable, middle class surroundings before the fighting. I care, and feel, deeply for my friends who expressed that they never could have imagined the horrors that they would experience, or the sufferings that they endured, from food deprivation to having to forage for firewood to heat their homes in the dead of a frigid, war-time winter.

Today's law school graduates, many of whom fill key leadership posts in the government, must do all that they can to ensure that neither American, nor any other nation's policies, are predicated on religious or ethnic hatred. At the same time, these attorneys must do everything possible to ensure compliance with accepted standards of human rights within the international community. Unfortunately, during my first visit to Sarajevo I spoke with Moslems who, because of contemporary Western attitudes, especially those evidenced in the motion pictures and television, and American involvement in the Persian Gulf, were disenchanted with America. These Moslems wondered whether the West would have acted more promptly during the destruction of Bosnia if the victims had been of a different religious or ethnic background or if American economic interests were more at risk. With this in mind, at the very least, all lawyers share in the duty of raising social consciousness of the moral imperative to treat others as they themselves would wish to be treated.

Individual attorneys should provide assistance in ways that most appropriately fit their talents. For example, academicians could heighten others' awareness of the world around them through writings which expose the horrors of war and injustice. They can also participate in exchange programs, whether in Bosnia or other parts of the world. Practitioners, and academicians, can help by expanding their pro bono services to help war-torn countries, such as Bosnia, develop laws and regulations that will assist them in restoring their business infrastructures and economic well-being to pre-war standards. All practitioners can offer free or reduced legal services to refugees living in the
Regardless of whether individual attorneys are inspired to help the residents of Sarajevo and greater Bosnia as they struggle to restore normalcy to their lives, it is important to keep Burke's dictate in mind and act to help others whether at home or abroad. The goal should be to follow not only Burke but, more importantly, for those of us who are Christians, as well as for those of us who are not, the example and words of Jesus, who reminded us of our ethical obligation to love our neighbors as we love ourselves.72

72 See Mark 6:30-31 where, in response to a question about the greatest commandment, Jesus replied "['you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, with all of your mind, and with all your strength.' The second is this, 'You shall love your neighbor as you love yourself.' There is no other commandment greater than these."